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Introduction 

Outline: Agent Based Modeling, Scalability. Communication templates, Dry Schemas. 

Dry Schemas (DSs) was developed with the aim of support agent based modelers, especially 

RePast 3 [1] [P1] users to easily write distributed/parallelized simulations. We believe that 

writing a distributed model using one of our DSs is technically as easy as writing a standard 

sequential model using pure RePast. Of course, there are some limitations due to the 

distributed architecture. 

The aim for writing parallel models is simple: we’ve run out of a single computer’s 

performance. We need to run bigger models (scalability), and run it faster if possible. 

Our approach is based on the idea that instead of creating individual parallel solutions for 

every single Agent Based Model (ABM), we developed general solutions for the most 

common cases. We developed a classification of ABMs based on their internal 

communication topology, as the agents’ interactions are the most crucial point of 

parallelization (See Figure Error! Reference source not found..) We believe that our Schemas 

cover most of the scenarios. We also believe that a standard RePast user – after identifying 

the model’s communication topology – easily can choose an associated dry schema to it, and 

write the distributed model filling just a little, model-specific code into our Dry Schemas1. 

The code-snippets responsible for the parallel run are completely transparent for the user. 

The technology we are using to implement and hide the parallel-programming details called 

ProActive [4][P2]. With the proper use of the ProActive Java library, objects can be deployed 

                                                      
1 Read more on dry Schemas, ABM communication templates, scalability in [2],[3].  

 

1. Figure – Classification of ABMs, and the Cellular Automata 
Dry Schema. 
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at different, remote computers and can behave if they were within the same JVM (Java 

Virtual Machine). They communicate via remote function calls. (In the good case, the 

modeler shouldn’t know it was a remote call, or where are the objects physically.) 

In this document, we explain the Cellular Automata Dry Schema (CA DS), where the agents 

are placed in a 2D torus. This document describes how to write a distributed, agent based 

cellular automaton using the CA DS. Our DS provides a template for synchronic or 

asynchronic cellular automata. 

Next chapters: 

 Basics 

 The first CA model 

 Tools at hand: sum up table 

 Test run 

Basics 

Outline: Basic concept. How to write 3 or 4 Java classes your model will consists of. 

In practice, Cellular Automata Dry Schema – as every Dry Schema – consists of pre-written 

pieces of Java code, including all the difficult-to-handle parallel code details, realized as 

abstract Java classes. 

So, similar to RePast modeling, you only have to write several Java classes, inherit from 

predefined ones, and „fill them” with only simulation-specific code. You are able to create a 

GUI (graphical) or Batch version (sequence of non-GUI runs) of your model, both has its own 

support. For running a simulation in GUI mode, only 3 abstract class need to be extended. If 

you planning not just monitor but study your model deeper (run the simulation several 

times) you need a Batch model, so +1 class. See Error! Reference source not found.st table. 

In CA DS, we divide the whole torus into partitions; they will be associated with worker 

objects. The master object will run your model and control the workers. CA DS can deal with 

2n or n2 number of workers (partitions), where n is an integer. 

Name of the abstract 

class 

Description obligatory functions to 

implement 

Cell 

 

Your agent class should extend this class. Agents 

behavior can be defined in the step() method. 

Agents only can read their neighbors. 

init, step, 

getDrawingType. 
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CAWorker  Your own worker class should extend this class. 

A worker holds a partition of the entire torus. 

As many processors in the computer cluster: as 

many instances of your worker class – within 

different JVMs. 

The setProperties function is the most 

important (see the explanation below). 

init, step, 

postStep, 

getInitCell, 

setProperties 

ModelGUI 

 

Implement this master class to make yourself 

able to run a GUI model. 

getInitPartSpace 

ModelBatch 

 

Implement this master class to make yourself 

able to run a Batch model. 

getInitPartSpace 

1. Table - The abstract classes the user should extend developing a CA DS based distributed model. 

 

We advise to use agent’s init() for initializing, instead of writing a constructor. 

Implementing it, you can refer the „place” of the agent, i.e.: the x and y coordinates within 

its worker (this.x, this.y)2. If you don’t need any initialization, leave init() empty. 

Overriding getDrawingType you should return with an integer, it determines the color of 

your agent regarding to our built in color map ϵ [0, 7]: black, green, red, blue, white, gray, 

light gray, dark gray. (It maps -1 to orange). You can use it both in GUI and Batch mode, see 

later. In step() you can define the state transition function (i.e.: the behavior) of your agent. 

See next chapter “The first CA model” for an example. 

Implementing the worker, you also supposed to prefer init()instead of a constructor. In 

step(), it’s enough to call stepSynchronous, or stepAsynchronous regarding to your 

case. postStep() is the place for all the commands supposed to be executed after agents’ 

step(). Finally, setProperties is the most important function of the worker.  You should 

determine the most significant variables of your agent class3, and take care of copying them, 

implementing this function. CA DS will use this function to copy the properties to and from 

agents on remote workers. Only variables included here will contain true values, when you 

ask for neighbors in an agent! See an example in the next chapter „The first CA model”. 

The getInitCell() and getInitPartSpace() methods are for explaining our user types to 

the system (so they can instantiate our objects in the background automatically). The 

                                                      
2
 It’s not globally unique. If there is 2 workers, there are 2 agents where this.x=0 and this.y=0. You may want 

to check witch worker your agent belongs to. See worker.getPartIndexNumber and worker.getPartIndex at 
„Tools at hand: sum up table” chapter. 
3
 The variables other may see (the public state of the agent). 
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implementations of getInitCell() for example, usually consists of 1 line code like „return 

new MyCell()”. 

You can start your model in GUI or in Batch mode, the appropriate master class supposed to 

be implemented. The graphics version of your model should inherit from the ModelGUI class. 

It provides a control panel and a canvas, which besides picturing all partitions shows the 

actual partitioning of the space. You can start your model calling the startCAGUI function 

from main. Extending ModelBatch, you have the opportunity to start a non-interactive, 

’batch’ version of the simulation. As a basic RePast feature, you are able to run your 

simulation for several times (several different parameter-setups, controlled by a special 

formed parameter file). You can start your model calling the startCABatch function from 

main. See more on these starter functions at „Tools at hand – sum up table” chapter. 

By now, pictures are the only data we retrieve from remote agents, where the color of an 

agent is custom and can vary over time (see getDrawingType function of the agent above). 

These pictures of the whole CA field are created both in Batch and GUI mode (starting a 

Batch or GUI master). If it’s a GUI master, the pictures will be displayed on the monitor as a 

part of the GUI surface. Running a Batch master, they will be saved as PNG files into the 

directory the master was started from. Picture making frequency can be controlled via the 

GUI_update variable from masters. 

The simplest ModelGUI and ModelBatch can work only with getInitPartSpace (1 line of 

code) and main (also 1 line of code) implemented. 

The first CA model 

Outline: Example codes and explanations. Building your first, tiny model. 

Instead of explain the CA DS in more details, we are presenting here the GUI  implementation 

of a simple Game of Life cellular automaton [5] as a toy example using the functionality of 

the CA DS. We’ll give the full Java program code and some explanations for the 3 classes: 

 MyCell – We will code the simple rules of the Life Game here at the step() function. 

 MySpace – It holds a partition of the CA field, so a local set of cells. It will call the 
step() functions of the cells. 

 MyModelGUI – A GUI model, it controls and monitors the whole distributed CA 

simulation. 

As those classes derived from abstract classes defined by the CA DS, our work here is to 

override and implement some abstract functions. 

The source-code and a ready-to-run version of this example can be downloaded from the 

GridABM website (http://gridabm.sourceforge.net/downloads). 

http://gridabm.sourceforge.net/downloads
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MyCell (extends Cell) 

MyCell defines our gaming agent – the cell that lives or dies, regarding to its neighborhood. 

MyCell only has 1 integer variable called type. If it’s 1, the cell lives, if it’s 0 the cell is dead. 

We can view ’type’ as the state of the agent. We also write getters and setters to it4. 

We will initialize the agents from the worker this time, we leave the init() function empty. 

Gaming rules are defined in the step method. First we call worker.getMooreNeighbors to 

retrieve the neighboring agents within a Cell containing Vector. Before calling getType, we 

need to convert them into our own Cell type: MyCell. Knowing the types of the neighbors, 

we are able to count the living ones. Finally we update our state regarding to Conway’s Life 

game rules. 

package hu.colbud.qcg.cads.demo.gol; 

import java.util.Vector; 

import hu.colbud.qcg.cads.*; 

 

public class MyCell extends Cell{ 

  

 //MyCell variables 

 int type; 

 public int getType() { return type; } 

 public void setType(int t) { type = t; } 

 

 @Override 

 public void init() { 

 } 

  

 @Override 

 public void step() { 

  //get synchronous Moore neighbors 

  Vector<Cell> neighbors = worker.getMooreNeighbors(this, true); 

   

  //Count the number of ONEs in neighbor types 

  int alive = 0; 

  for (Cell c: neighbors){      

   if (((MyCell)c).getType() == 1) alive++; 

  } 

   

  // UPDATE cell state regarding to Conway's Life game  

  //  - Die by loneliness or overcrowding 

  if(alive < 2 || alive > 3) 

   setType(0); 

  //  - Come to life if exactly 3 neighbors   

  else if(alive == 3) 

   setType(1);  

 }  

   

 @Override 

 public int getDrawingType() { 

  return getType(); 

 } 

} 

                                                      
4
 It is a distributed environment, where communication is based on remote function calls. Using getters and 

setters is safer than simply reach the type field. 

MyCell 
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MySpace (extends CAWorker) 

In init() we check if we we are the worker at the top left corner (see getPartIndex 

function at „Tools at hand – sum up table chapter). If yes, we call our private function to put a 

glider-gun into the field. As our CA is synchronous we call stepSynchronous in step() . 

PostStep is empty. In setProperties, we copy only the value of 1 variable (the only variable 

we had at our agent class): type. In getInitCell we simply return a new MyCell object. 

package hu.colbud.qcg.cads.demo.gol 

import hu.colbud.qcg.cads.*; 

 

public class MySpace extends CAWorker { 

  

 @Override 

 public Cell getInitCell() { 

  return new MyCell(); 

 } 

  

 @Override 

 public void init() { 

  int Px = getPartIndex().get(0); 

  int Py = getPartIndex().get(1); 

  if(Px==0 && Py==0){ 

   initializeWithGliderGun(); 

  } 

 } 

  

 @Override 

 public void step() { 

  stepSynchronous(); 

 } 

  

 @Override 

 public void postStep() {   

 }   

 

 @Override 

 public void setProperties(Cell cell, Cell ghost) {   

  ((MyCell)cell).setType( 

    ((MyCell)ghost).getType() 

  ); 

 } 

  

 private void initializeWithGliderGun(){ 

  // Set agent states appropriately. 

  // reach agents of this worker calling partWorld.getObjectAt(x, y); 

  // spaceSizeX, spaceSizeY also can be used to retrieve partSpace’s size. 

    // (...)  

  // For the full code, download the example model from 

  // gridabm.sourceforge.net/downloads 

 } 

} 

MyModelGUI (extends ModelGUI) 

We don’t have much to implement here, at the GUI master. (Also only a few lines needed for 

a Batch master). In getInitPartSpace, we simply return with a new instance of our worker 

class: MySpace. The main function consist of 1 line: we call the startCAGUI helper function, 

passing a new instance of our model, and the program arguments to it as parameters. The 

MySpace 
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first argument should be a so called ProActive descriptor, or a machine file, see „Test Run” 

chapter for details. (For batch models, a parameter file awaited as second parameter. More 

about RePast parameter files on the RePast3 webpage [P1]). We also override the so called 

setup() function, this is the designated place, for insert initializing code into the master. We 

set the GUI_update to 10, it means we want to collect data for visualization in every 10 

turns. Collecting data is very communication-intensive, therefore time-consuming. So, the 

picture-making frequency can be set via this parameter in order to balance between 

monitoring needs and faster execution. We are also able to set the size of the square-like 

toroidal field using spaceSize. (These variables also have the appropriate getters and setters 

defined in one of the superclasses.) Every variable (with getters and setters defined) having 

its name defined in the params array can be controlled by a GUI surface during the GUI run. 

These are the „model parameters”: GUI_update and spaceSize, for now. (In the case of a 

Batch run only model parameters can be controlled with the help of the parameter file.) We 

also set the name of the model, displayed in the GUI surface later. 

package hu.colbud.qcg.cads.demo.gol; 

import hu.colbud.qcg.cads.*; 

 

public class MyModelGUI extends ModelGUI{ 

  

 @Override 

 public CAWorker getInitPartSpace(CAWorker partSpace) { 

  return new MySpace(); 

 } 

  

 @Override 

 public void setup(){ 

  super.setup();   

  name = "parCA Demo - Game of Life"; 

  GUI_update = 10; 

  spaceSize  = 200; 

  params = new String[] { "GUI_update", "spaceSize" };   

 } 

   

 public static void main(String[] args) { 

  startCAGUI(new MyModelGUI(), args); 

 } 

} 

  

MyModelGUI 
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Tools at hand: sum up table 

In this chapter we’re giving the full list of the functions and fields (defined in superclasses) 

user can call or manipulate using the CA DS. Most of the tools were already mentioned in 

previous chapters. 

Name 
call/reach 
from 

Short description 

worker (field) agent 
All the agents have a real reference to their workers. 
For example they can reach their neighbors with the 
help of it. See getMooreNeighbors function. 

x, y (fields) agent 
The x and y coordinate of the agent (within its worker, 
see 2nd footnote). 

getMooreNeighbors worker 

It returns with a Vector, containing Cell objects: the 
Moore neighborhood of an agent. It can be used both 
for synchronous and asynchronous CA. First parameter 
is the agent. Set the second Boolean parameter to 
true, if the CA is synchronous, false otherwise. 

getRandomNeighborMoore worker 
A random neighbor will be chosen from the Moore 
neighborhood.  Parameters like above. 

getPartIndex worker 

Dividing the whole torus, CA DS make a 2D lattice of 
the workers.  Call getPartIndex on a worker to 
obtain an arrayList containing the x and y coordinate 
of the worker as integers. If there are for example 9 
workers, the coordinates for the one at the left-
bottom corner are (2,2) in this case.  

getPartIndexNumber worker Returns with the (unique) ID of a worker. 

spaceSizeX, spaceSizeY worker Side-sizes of the agent containing field of this worker. 

stepSynchronous worker 
It will perform a synchronous step of the agents. Call it 
from the worker’s step method, in the case of a  
synchronous CA. 

stepAsynchronous worker 

Asynchronous step of the agent. I.e.: the state of an 
agent can depend on another state already changed in 
this turn. We randomize the order of agents before we 
call step(). (May be calculation-intensive) 

partWorld.getObjectAt(

x, y) 
worker 

Reach the agents from the worker. It returns with a 
Cell.  You may need to convert it to your own agent 
type. 
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GUI_update (field) any master 

The picture-making frequency. CA DS will make 
pictures in every „GUI_update” turn. If it’s a GUI 
master, the pictures will be displayed on the monitor 
as a part of the GUI surface. Running a Batch master, 
they will be saved as PNG files into the directory the 
master was started from. 

spaceSize (field) any master The side-size of the square-like toroidal CA field. 

name (field) any master 
The name of the model. Displayed at the GUI surface 
at GUI runs. 

startCAGUI GUI master 
Call this function from main with an instance of your 
GUI master and the „args” array as parameters for 
start the model. 

startCABatch 
Batch 
master 

Call this function from main with an instance of your 
Batch master and the „args” array as parameters for 
start the model. 

2. Table -  Sum-up table of user tools. 

Test-run 

This chapter describes how you can run your model in a local computer, may use the benefit 

of its multiple cores. For how to set-up and use a real ProActive cluster please see the cluster 

setup documentation [6]. 

 

2. Figure - A GUI run of the model defined in „The first CA model” chapter. On 
the top there is the standard RePast GUI interface to start, step and stop the 
simulation. On the right there are the controllable model parameters. On the 
left there is the toroidal CA field divided into 2 partition (2 workers) this time. 
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In our example we running a model using 2 JVMs (if the executing computer has 2 

processors, JVMs will be allocated respectively) . Besides the model 3 files needed: 

 local2.xml – the ProActive descriptor tells the system to deploy 2 JVMs locally 

 proactive.java.policy – the Java policy file (for ProActive) 

 proactive-log4j – the Java log file (for ProActive) 

These files can be found in your download, and we also share their text here, see below. 

The following command (with the proper classpath) will set 1 GB maximum heap for both 

JVM and start the model (file names are highlighted): 

Windows: 

java –cp 

.;lib/cads.jar;lib/activation.jar;lib/bouncycastle.jar;lib/fractal.jar;lib/

javassist.jar;lib/log4j.jar;lib/ProActive.jar;lib/xercesImpl.jar;lib/colt.j

ar;lib/plot.jar;lib/repast.jar;lib/trove.jar:lib/PADGenerator.jar 

-Djava.security.policy=proactive.java.policy 

-Dlog4j.configuration=file:proactive-log4j -Xmx1024m MyModel local2.xml 

Linux: 

java –cp .:lib/ 

cads.jar:lib/activation.jar:lib/bouncycastle.jar:lib/fractal.jar:lib/javass

ist.jar:lib/log4j.jar:lib/ProActive.jar:lib/xercesImpl.jar:lib/colt.jar:lib

/plot.jar:lib/repast.jar:lib/trove.jar:lib/PADGenerator.jar 

-Djava.security.policy=proactive.java.policy 

-Dlog4j.configuration=file:proactive-log4j -Xmx1024m MyModel local2.xml 

The 3 files (one more important remark after): 

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?> 

<ProActiveDescriptor xmlns="urn:proactive:deployment:3.3" 

xmlns:xsi="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema-instance" 

xsi:schemaLocation="urn:proactive:deployment:3.3 http://www-

sop.inria.fr/oasis/ProActive/schemas/deployment/3.3/deployment.xsd"> 

 <componentDefinition> 

  <virtualNodesDefinition> 

   <virtualNode name="SPACE1" property="unique"/> 

   <virtualNode name="SPACE2" property="unique"/> 

  </virtualNodesDefinition> 

 </componentDefinition> 

 <deployment> 

  <mapping> 

   <map virtualNode="SPACE1"> 

    <jvmSet> 

     <vmName value="Jvm1"/> 

    </jvmSet> 

   </map> 

   <map virtualNode="SPACE2"> 

    <jvmSet> 

     <vmName value="Jvm2"/> 

    </jvmSet> 

   </map> 

  </mapping> 

  <jvms> 

   <jvm name='Jvm1'> 

    <creation> 

     <processReference refid='localJVM'/> 

    </creation> 

local2.xml 
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   </jvm> 

   <jvm name='Jvm2'> 

    <creation> 

     <processReference refid='localJVM'/> 

    </creation> 

   </jvm> 

  </jvms> 

 </deployment> 

 <infrastructure> 

  <processes> 

   <processDefinition id="localJVM"> 

    <jvmProcess 

class="org.objectweb.proactive.core.process.JVMNodeProcess"> 

                                        <jvmParameters><parameter value="-

Dsun.rmi.server.exceptionTrace=true"/></jvmParameters> 

                                </jvmProcess> 

   </processDefinition> 

                         

  </processes> 

 </infrastructure> 

</ProActiveDescriptor> 

 

grant { 

  permission java.security.AllPermission; 

 

  // Reflect access private Members 

  // Used by: 

  //         -Unicore Process 

  permission java.lang.RuntimePermission "accessDeclaredMembers"; 

  permission java.lang.reflect.ReflectPermission "suppressAccessChecks"; 

}; 

 

# the default logging level is INFO 

 

log4j.rootLogger=INFO, A1 

 

#A1 uses PatternLayout 

#and displays the associated message (%m) 

#using the platform dependant separator (%n) 

#Use %M for method names 

#see log4j documentation for details 

 

 

log4j.appender.A1=org.apache.log4j.ConsoleAppender 

log4j.appender.A1.layout=org.apache.log4j.PatternLayout 

log4j.appender.A1.layout.ConversionPattern=%m %n 

#this appender displays :  

# %c : name of logger, 

# %C : name of the class, 

# %M : method name, 

# %L : line number, and the message with the following pattern 

#log4j.appender.A1.layout.ConversionPattern=%c - %C{1}@%M,line %L :%n %m%n 

 

########### Change here default logging level on a  

########### per-logger basis 

########### usage is log4j.logger.className=Level, Appender 

 

log4j.logger.proactive.communication.ssh = DEBUG 

#log4j.logger.proactive.deployment = DEBUG 

Using CA DS you can also use easier syntax, the so called machine files instead of ProActive 

descriptors. You can pass it as program argument like ProActive descriptors. Using a machine 

proactive.java.policy 

proactive-log4j 
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file you only need to enumerate the host names, then the number of processors they have. It 

suppose that the same user is used everywhere. Machine files are in experimental status by 

now, and only can use in Linux clusters and only with CA DS. 

Machine file for local run on 2 processors: 

localhost:2 
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